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Abstract The production of K∗(892)0 andφ(1020) mesons
has been measured in p–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV.
K∗0 and φ are reconstructed via their decay into charged
hadrons with the ALICE detector in the rapidity range
−0.5 < y < 0. The transverse momentum spectra, mea-
sured as a function of the multiplicity, have a pT range from
0 to 15 GeV/c for K∗0 and from 0.3 to 21 GeV/c for φ. Inte-
grated yields, mean transverse momenta and particle ratios
are reported and compared with results in pp collisions at
√
s
= 7 TeV and Pb–Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV. In Pb–Pb
and p–Pb collisions, K∗0 and φ probe the hadronic phase of
the system and contribute to the study of particle formation
mechanisms by comparison with other identified hadrons.
For this purpose, the mean transverse momenta and the dif-
ferential proton-to-φ ratio are discussed as a function of the
multiplicity of the event. The short-lived K∗0 is measured to
investigate re-scattering effects, believed to be related to the
size of the system and to the lifetime of the hadronic phase.
1 Introduction
The phase transition predicted by QCD from ordinary matter
to a deconfined quark–gluon plasma (QGP) has been stud-
ied in high-energy heavy-ion collision (AA) experiments at
the super proton synchrotron (SPS) [1–11], the relativistic
heavy-ion collider (RHIC) [12–15] and the large hadron col-
lider (LHC) [16–22]. In this context, hadronic resonances
provide an important contribution to the study of particle pro-
duction mechanisms and the characterisation of the dynamic
evolution of the system formed in heavy-ion collisions, dur-
ing the late hadronic phase. Results on resonance production
in different collision systems at RHIC have been reported in
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[23–29]. At the LHC, K∗(892)0 and φ(1020) production have
been measured in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV by ALICE
[30], ATLAS [31] and LHCb [32], and in pp and Pb–Pb col-
lisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV by ALICE [33,34]. Results
obtained in p–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV with the
ALICE detector are presented in this paper.
Measurements in smaller collision systems such as
proton–proton (pp) and proton–nucleus (pA) constitute a ref-
erence for the interpretation of the heavy-ion results. In addi-
tion, proton–nucleus collisions have proven to be interesting
in their own right, as several measurements [35–39] indi-
cate that they cannot be explained by an incoherent super-
position of pp collisions, but suggest instead the presence
of collective effects [40,41]. In heavy-ion collisions, the
presence of a strong collective radial flow reveals itself in
the evolution with centrality of the transverse momentum
spectra of identified hadrons [42]. The spectral shapes of
K∗0 and φ follow the common behaviour found for all the
other particles and exhibit an increase of the mean trans-
verse momentum, dominated by the low pT region of the
spectra where particle production is more abundant, with
centrality [33]. In central Pb–Pb events, particles with sim-
ilar mass such as the φ meson and the proton have similar
〈pT〉 and, in addition, the φ/p ratio as a function of pT is
flat for pT < 4 GeV/c. Both observations are consistent
with expectations from hydrodynamic models, where the
mass of the particle drives the particle spectral shapes at
low momenta [43]. On the other hand, in most peripheral
Pb–Pb collisions, as well as in pp, the φ/p ratio exhibits a
strong pT dependence, suggesting that the production of low-
and intermediate-momentum baryons and mesons occurs by
means of other mechanisms such as fragmentation or recom-
bination [44,45].
Similarly to Pb–Pb, one is interested in searching for col-
lective effects in p–Pb collisions and in studying particle
production as a function of the hadron multiplicity, which
strongly depends on the geometry of the collision. In this
respect, p–Pb collisions provide us with a system whose
size in terms of average charged-particle density and num-
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ber of participating nucleons is intermediate between pp and
peripheral Pb–Pb collisions [18,46–49]. Measurements in an
intermediate-size system as p–Pb can provide information on
the onset of the collective behaviour leading to the presence
of radial flow.
The φ meson, with similar mass to that of the proton and
rather long lifetime (τφ = 46.3 ± 0.4 fm/c [50]) compared
to that of the fireball, is an ideal candidate for such study.
The yields of short-lived resonances such as the K∗0 (τK∗0 =
4.16 ± 0.05 fm/c [50]) instead may be influenced by interac-
tions during the hadronic phase: the re-scattering of the decay
products in the fireball may prevent the detection of a fraction
of the resonances, whereas pseudo-elastic hadron scattering
can regenerate them. The effects of re-scattering and regener-
ation depend on the scattering cross section, the particle den-
sity, the particle lifetime and the timespan between chemical
and kinetic freeze-out, namely the lifetime of the hadronic
phase. Therefore, the observation of re-scattering effects
would imply the presence of an extended hadronic phase.
The latter can be studied by comparing particles with differ-
ent lifetimes, such as the K∗0 resonance and the φ meson,
which has a ten times longer lifetime. ALICE has observed
[33] that in most central Pb–Pb collisions at the LHC the
K∗0/K ratio is significantly suppressed with respect to periph-
eral Pb–Pb collisions, pp collisions and the value predicted
by a statistical hadronisation model [51]. This is interpreted
as a scenario where re-scattering during the hadronic phase,
dominating for low-momentum resonances (pT < 2 GeV/c)
[52,53], reduces the measurable yield of K∗0. No suppres-
sion is observed instead for the ten times longer-lived φ,
since it decays mainly after kinetic freeze-out. Based on these
observations, a lower limit of 2 fm/c on the lifetime of the
hadronic phase in 0–20 % most central Pb–Pb events could
be estimated [33]. The K∗0 suppression exhibits a monotonic
trend with centrality, suggesting a dependence on the vol-
ume of the particle source at the kinetic freeze-out. A similar
measurement of resonance production as a function of the
system size in p–Pb can provide information as regards the
lifetime of the hadronic fireball produced in such a smaller
system.
The K∗0 and φ mesons are reconstructed using the ALICE
detector in p–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. Their
yields, mean transverse momenta and ratios to identified
long-lived hadrons in p–Pb collisions are studied as a function
of the system size or the multiplicity of the event, and com-
pared with pp and Pb–Pb. The experimental conditions are
briefly presented in Sect. 2. Section 3 illustrates the analysis
procedure, including event and track selection, signal extrac-
tion, efficiency correction and systematic uncertainties. The
results are presented in Sect. 4 and in Sect. 5 the conclusions
are summarised.
2 Experimental setup
A complete description of the ALICE detector and its perfor-
mance during the LHC Run I are reported in [54,55], respec-
tively.
The analyses presented in this paper have been carried out
on a sample of p–Pb collision events at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV
collected in 2013. The LHC configuration was such that the
lead beam, with energy of 1.58 TeV per nucleon, was cir-
culating in the counter-clockwise direction, namely towards
the ALICE “A” side (positive rapidity direction), while the
4 TeV proton beam was circulating in the clockwise direc-
tion, towards the ALICE muon spectrometer, or “C” side.
According to this convention for the sign of the coordinates,
the nucleon–nucleon center-of-mass system was moving in
the laboratory frame with a rapidity of yNN = −0.465 in
the direction of the proton beam. In the following, ylab (ηlab)
are used to indicate the (pseudo) rapidity in the laboratory
reference frame, whereas y (η) denotes the (pseudo) rapidity
in the nucleon–nucleon center-of-mass reference system.
For the results presented in this paper, a low-luminosity
data sample has been analysed, consisting of events collected
at an hadronic interaction rate of about 10 kHz. The interac-
tion region had a root mean square of 6.3 cm along the beam
direction and of about 60 µm in the direction transverse to
the beam. The event pile-up rate has been estimated to have
negligible effects on the results of this analysis. In particular,
pile-up of collisions from different bunch crossings is negli-
gible due to the 200 ns bunch-crossing spacing, larger than
the integration time of the zero-degree calorimeter (ZDC),
while a small fraction of in-bunch pile-up events is removed
by the offline analysis, as described in the next section.
Small acceptance forward detectors (V0, T0, and ZDC)
are used for triggering, event characterisation, and multiplic-
ity studies. The trigger is provided by two arrays of 32 scin-
tillator detectors, V0A and V0C, that cover the full azimuthal
angle in the pseudo-rapidity regions 2.8 < ηlab < 5.1 (Pb-
going direction) and −3.7 < ηlab < −1.7 (p-going direc-
tion), respectively. V0 information is also used to classify
events in multiplicity classes (see Sect. 2.1). The two quartz
Cherenkov detectors T0A (4.6 < ηlab < 4.9) and T0C (−3.3
< ηlab < −3) deliver the time and the longitudinal position
of the interaction. The zero-degree calorimeters (ZDC), con-
sisting of two tungsten–quartz neutron and two brass–quartz
proton calorimeters placed symmetrically at a distance of 113
m from the interaction point, on both sides, are used to reject
background and to count spectator nucleons.
The reconstruction of the primary vertex of the colli-
sion and the tracking of particles in the ALICE central bar-
rel is provided by the inner tracking system (ITS) and the
time-projection chamber (TPC), in the pseudo-rapidity range
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|ηlab| < 0.9 and the full azimuthal angle. The ITS is a silicon-
based detector, constituted by two innermost pixels layers
(SPD), two intermediate drift (SDD) and two outer strip lay-
ers (SSD), with radii between 3.9 and 43 cm from the beam
axis. The ALICE main tracker, the TPC, is a 90 m3 cylin-
drical drift chamber filled with Ne-CO2 gas and divided in
two parts by a central cathode. The end plates are equipped
with multi-wire proportional chambers whose readout cath-
ode pads allow one to sample particle tracks up to 159 points
(clusters). In addition to tracking, the TPC allows particle
identification via the specific ionisation energy loss dE/dx in
the gas.
The time-of-flight (TOF) detector, a large Multigap resis-
tive plate chamber (MRPC) array covering |η| < 0.9 and
the full azimuthal angle, allows for particle identification at
intermediate momenta and has been exploited together with
the TPC for the analysis presented in this paper (see Sect.
3.1).
2.1 Event selection
The minimum bias trigger during p–Pb data taking was con-
figured to select hadronic events with high efficiency, by
requiring a signal in either V0A or V0C. The resulting sam-
ple contains single-diffractive (SD), non-single-diffractive
(NSD) and electromagnetic (EM) events. Diffractive inter-
actions are described in Regge theory by the exchange of
a colour singlet object with the quantum numbers of the
vacuum (pomeron). In SD events one of the two nucleons
breaks up producing particles in a limited rapidity interval.
NSD events include double-diffractive interactions, where
both nucleons break up by producing particles separated by a
large rapidity gap, and other inelastic interactions. The offline
analysis selects events having a coincidence of signals in both
V0A and V0C in order to reduce the contamination from SD
and EM events to a negligible amount. The trigger and event-
selection efficiency for NSD events is estimated as NSD =
99.2 % using a combination of Monte-Carlo event genera-
tors, as described in [48,49]. The arrival time of signals on
the V0 and the ZDC is required to be compatible with a
nominal p–Pb collision occurring close to the nominal inter-
action point, to ensure the rejection of beam-gas and other
machine-induced background collisions.
The primary vertex of the collision is determined using
tracks reconstructed in the TPC and ITS. In case of low mul-
tiplicity events only the information from the SPD is used to
reconstruct the vertex, as described in detail in [55]. 98.5 % of
all events have a primary vertex. Minimum bias events with
the primary vertex positioned along the beam axis within
10 cm from the center of the ALICE detector are selected
offline. A small fraction (0.2 %) of pile-up events from the
same bunch crossing has been removed from the sample by
rejecting events with multiple vertices. Events are accepted if
the vertices separately measured by the SPD and using tracks
are within 0.5 cm, and if the SPD vertex is determined by at
least five track segments defined by one hit in each one of
the two layers of the detector.
After the trigger and offline event-selection criteria, the
sample used for this analysis counts about 108 events, cor-
responding to an integrated luminosity of about 50 µb−1.
The minimum bias sample has been further divided in sev-
eral event classes based on the charged-particle multiplicity,
estimated using the total charge deposited in the V0A detec-
tor positioned along the direction of the Pb beam. The yield
of K∗0 is measured in five multiplicity classes, namely 0–
20, 20–40, 40–60, 60–80 and 80–100 %. In case of φ seven
classes, namely 0–5, 5–10, 10–20, 20–40, 40–60, 60–80 and
80–100 % are used. In addition, minimum bias spectra nor-
malised to the fraction of NSD events are measured for both
particles.
In order to study the dependence of particle production
on the geometry of the collision, the V0A estimator for
the charged particle multiplicity has been used to determine
centrality, by following the approach based on the Glauber
Monte Carlo model combined with a simple model for par-
ticle production [56,57], a strategy customarily employed
in heavy-ion collisions [58]. The average number of binary
collisions 〈Ncoll〉 (related to the number of participant nucle-
ons Npart by the simple relation Ncoll = Npart −1), obtained
with this method for each centrality class, are listed in
Table 1 for future reference, together with the mean charged-
particle multiplicity density, 〈dNch/dηlab〉|η|<0.5 [47,48],
here corrected for trigger and vertex-reconstruction ineffi-
ciency, which is about 5.5 % in the lowest multiplicity event
class. In addition, the average Ncoll has been determined with
an hybrid method that uses the ZDC to classify the events
Table 1 Average charged-particle pseudo-rapidity density,
〈dNch/dηlab〉|η|<0.5, measured at mid-rapidity in visible cross section
event classes and average number of colliding nucleons, 〈Ncoll〉.
Multiplicity classes are defined using the V0A estimator [48,49], as
described in the text. Total systematic uncertainties are reported, see
[49] for details, which do not include the difference with respect to the
other methods used to estimate the average Ncoll. For minimum bias
collisions, 〈dNch/dηlab〉 = 16.81 ± 0.71 and 〈Ncoll〉 = 6.87 ± 0.5
Multiplicity class (%) 〈dNch/dηlab〉|η|<0.5 〈Ncoll〉
0–5 45 ± 1 14.8 ± 1.5
5–10 36.2 ± 0.8 13.0 ± 1.3
10–20 30.5 ± 0.7 11.7 ± 1.2
0–20 35.6 ± 0.8 12.8 ± 1.3
20–40 23.2 ± 0.5 9.36 ± 0.84
40–60 16.1 ± 0.4 6.42 ± 0.46
60–80 9.8 ± 0.2 3.81 ± 0.76
80–100 4.16 ± 0.09 1.94 ± 0.45
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according to the energy deposited by the neutrons emitted
in the Pb-going direction (by evaporation or fragmentation)
or the energy measured with the ZDC in the Pb-going direc-
tion and the assumption that the charged-particle multiplicity
measured at mid-rapidity is proportional to the number of
participant nucleons. This method was shown [49] to avoid
possible bias in the event sample related to the fact that the
range of multiplicities used to select a given class in p–Pb col-
lisions is of similar magnitude to the fluctuations on the same
quantity. The variations of the average Ncoll for a given mul-
tiplicity class, obtained with different methods are found not
to exceed 6 % in any of the used classes.
3 Resonance signal reconstruction
K∗(892)0 and φ(1020) mesons are reconstructed through
their decay into charged hadrons, K∗0 → K+π− and
K∗0 → K−π+, B.R. = 0.666, and φ → K+K−, B.R. =
0.489 [50]. Since K∗(892)0 and K∗(892)0 are expected to
be produced in equal amounts, as measured in lower energy
experiments [59], for this measurement the yields of particle
and anti-particle are combined in order to improve statistics.
The average (K∗(892)0 + K∗(892)0)/2 is indicated as K∗0 in
the following. The φ(1020) meson is indicated as φ.
For these measurements, the reconstructed K∗0 and φ are
selected in the rapidity range −0.5 < y < 0, in order to
ensure the best detector acceptance as the center of mass of
the nucleon–nucleon system was moving with respect to the
beam interaction point.
3.1 Track selection and particle identification
The charged tracks coming from the primary vertex of the
collision (“primary” tracks) with pT > 0.15 GeV/c and |ηlab|
< 0.8 are considered for the invariant-mass reconstruction of
K∗0 and φ in this analysis. The selection of primary tracks
imposes the requirement that they satisfy good reconstruction
quality criteria. It is required that tracks have left a signal in
at least one of the layers of the SPD and that the distance
of closest approach to the primary vertex of the collisions is
lower than 7σxy in the transverse plane and within 2 cm along
the longitudinal direction. The resolution on the distance of
closest approach in the transverse plane, σxy , is strongly pT-
dependent and lower than 100 µm for pT > 0.5 GeV/c [55].
In addition tracks are required to cross at least 70 out of
maximum 159 horizontal segments (or “rows”) along the
transverse readout plane of the TPC.
Primary tracks have been identified as π or K based on
the information of the TPC and TOF detectors. In the TPC,
charged hadrons are identified by measuring the specific ion-
isation energy loss (dE/dx) in the detector gas. With a res-
olution (σTPC) on dE/dx of 6 %, the TPC allows a 2σTPC
separation between π and K up to pT∼ 0.8 GeV/c and above
3 GeV/c, in the relativistic rise region of the dE/dx . The
TOF contributes to particle identification with the measure-
ment of the time-of-flight of the particle, with the start time of
the event measured by the T0 detector or using an algorithm
which combines the particle arrival times at the TOF surface.
In p–Pb collisions, when the event time is determined by the
TOF algorithm (available for 100 % of the events which have
more than three tracks) the resolution is 80 < σTOF < 100
ps. TOF allows a 2σTOF separation between identified π and
K in the momentum range 0.7–3 GeV/c, and between K and
protons up to 5 GeV/c [60].
For the combined “TPC-TOF PID” approach, particles
with a signal in the TOF are identified by requiring that the
measured time-of-flight and energy loss do not deviate from
the expected values for each given mass hypothesis by more
than 2σTOF and 5σTPC, respectively. For tracks which do not
hit the TOF active region, a 2σTPC selection on the dE/dx is
applied. Variations of these cuts have been used for system-
atic studies, as described in Sect. 3.4. Besides the TPC-TOF,
the measurement of φ has been performed following two
alternative strategies, one which exploits a 2σT PC separation
on the particle energy loss in the TPC for the K identification,
and the second for which no PID cuts are applied. In the no-
PID scheme all positively charged hadrons are considered as
K+ whereas all negatively charged hadrons are considered
as K−. The no-PID approach extends the measurement of
the yields from pT = 10 GeV/c, the upper limit reached by
the PID analysis, to 16 GeV/c (multiplicity dependent) or 21
GeV/c (minimum bias). At low pT, the TPC-TOF selection
leads to a better separation between signal and background
with respect to TPC-only and no-PID, therefore it is used until
pT(φ)cutoff = 3 GeV/c. At high momentum, K and π can-
not be efficiently separated by TPC-TOF, therefore no-PID is
used for pT(φ) > 3 GeV/c to maximise the total reconstruc-
tion efficiency. The multiplicity-integrated yields of φ (see
Sect. 4) obtained with the no-PID, TPC only, and TPC-TOF
approaches are compared in Fig. 1a in the common trans-
verse momentum interval. Details of the signal extraction
procedure and efficiency correction are given, respectively,
in Sects. 3.2 and 3.3. The ratio of the data to the Lévy–Tsallis
function (see Sect. 4.1) used to fit the TPC-TOF spectrum in
the 0.3 < pT < 10 GeV/c range (Fig. 1b) further shows good
agreement among the three analyses, within uncertainties. In
the case of K∗0, which is a wide resonance, PID is neces-
sary also at high momentum to reduce the background and
therefore the TPC-TOF strategy has been applied in the full
kinematic range.
3.2 Signal extraction
K∗0 and φ signals are reconstructed in each multiplicity class
and transverse momentum interval, as described in [30,33].
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Fig. 1 a Comparison of the transverse momentum spectrum
d2N/(dpTdy)ofφ-meson in non-single-diffractive (NSD) p–Pb events,
reconstructed via the decay channel into K+K− by exploiting three dif-
ferent strategies for K identification: TPC only, TPC-TOF and no-PID.
The reader can refer to Sect. 3.1 for details on the PID selection and
to Sect. 3.2 for a description of the signal extraction procedure. The
uncertainties are the sum in quadrature of statistical and systematic. A
Lévy–Tsallis function (see Eq. 1) is used to fit the TPC-TOF spectrum
in 0.3 < pT < 10 GeV/c. b Ratio of each spectrum to the fit function,
showing good agreement of the three PID strategies within uncertainties
For each event, the invariant-mass distribution of the K∗0 (φ)
is constructed using all unlike-sign combinations of charged
K candidates with π (K) candidates. For K∗0 in the full
momentum range and for φ up to 3 GeV/c the TPC-TOF
approach has been used for particle identification. φ mesons
with pT > 3 GeV/c have been reconstructed by applying no
PID. In the following the K+ and π+ candidates are labelled
by h+, the K− and π− are labelled by h−. The combinatorial
background due to the uncorrelated pairs has been estimated
in two ways, by the mixed-event technique and from the
invariant-mass distribution of like-sign pairs from the same
event. In the event-mixing method the shape of the uncorre-
lated background is estimated from the invariant-mass dis-
tribution of h+h− combinations from five different events.
Effects from multiplicity fluctuations are minimised by divid-
ing the sample into ten multiplicity classes and by performing
event mixing within the same multiplicity class. In order to
minimise distortions due to acceptance effects within each
multiplicity class, the events are further sub-divided into 20
bins according to the relative vertex position along the z-
axis (	zv = 1 cm). The final mixed-event distribution for
each multiplicity class is found by adding up the Minv distri-
butions from each vertex 	zv interval. For the K∗0 analysis,
the mixed-event distribution for each pT bin is normalised by
the smallest factor that leads to a positive-defined unlike-sign
distribution after subtraction, within the statistical error in
all invariant-mass bins. The mixed-event distribution for φ is
normalised in the mass region 1.04 < MKK < 1.06 GeV/c2.
The normalisation range for K∗0 and φ is varied for system-
atic studies. In the like-sign technique, the invariant-mass dis-
tribution for the uncorrelated background is obtained by com-
bining the h+h+ and h−h− pairs from the same event accord-
ing to a geometric mean (2
√
(h+h+) · (h−h−)), in order to
reduce statistical fluctuations in the resulting distribution.
The like-sign background is subtracted without normalisa-
tion from the unlike-sign pairs distribution. The mixed-event
method has been preferred for K∗0 (φ) signal extraction in the
range 0.4 < pT < 15 GeV/c (0.3 < pT < 16 GeV/c), given
the smaller statistical uncertainties on the invariant-mass dis-
tribution. At very low momentum, pT < 0.4 GeV/c, the like-
sign distribution is found to reproduce better the background
of the K∗0 and not to be affected by the choice of the nor-
malisation range, therefore it has been preferred over the
mixed event. Figure 2 shows the MKπ and MKK invariant-
mass distributions before and after background subtraction
in the transverse momentum interval 1.2 ≤ pT < 1.4 GeV/c,
for the 0–20 and 0–5 % V0A multiplicity classes, for K∗0 and
φ, respectively.
After background subtraction, the resulting distributions
exhibit a characteristic peak on top of a residual background
(lower panels of Fig. 2). The latter is only partly due to imper-
fections in the description of the combinatorial background
and mainly due to correlated pairs from jets, multi-body
decay of heavier particles or correlated pairs contribution to
the background from real resonance decays where the daugh-
ter particles are misidentified as K or π by the TPC-TOF PID.
A dedicated study in Monte Carlo simulations has been per-
formed to ensure that the shape of the correlated background
is a smooth function of mass and to verify that a second-order
polynomial provides a good description of it.
As in [30], the signal peaks for K∗0 and φ are fitted, respec-
tively, with a (non-relativistic) Breit–Wigner and a Voigtian
function (convolution of Breit–Wigner and Gaussian) super-
imposed to a second-order polynomial function to shape the
residual background. Examples are reported in the lower pan-
els of Fig. 2, where fits are performed in the intervals 0.76
< MKπ < 1.04 GeV/c2 and 1.0 < MKK < 1.05 GeV/c2. The
fitting range is optimised for each pT bin across all multiplic-
ity event classes. The mass and width of K∗0 and φ are found
to be compatible with the measurements in Pb–Pb collisions
[33]. For the measurement of the yields, the width of K∗0 and
φ have been fixed to their natural values, 
(K∗0) = 47.4 ±
0.6 MeV/c2, 
(φ) = 4.26 ± 0.04 MeV/c2 [50], whereas the
resolution parameter of the Voigtian function for φ has been
kept as a free parameter. The measured pT-dependent reso-
lution on the φ mass (sigma of Gaussian) varies between 0.9
and 1.5 MeV/c2, and it is consistent with the values extracted
from Monte Carlo simulation. The sensitivity to the choice
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Fig. 2 Invariant-mass distributions for K∗0 (a, b) and φ (c, d) in the
transverse momentum range 1.2 ≤ pT < 1.4 GeV/c and multiplic-
ity classes 0–20 and 0–5 %, respectively. Upper panels a, c, report
the unlike-sign invariant-mass distribution and the mixed-event back-
ground (MEB) normalised as described in the text. In lower panels b, c,
the distributions after background subtraction are shown. The K∗0 peak
is fitted with a Breit–Wigner function whereas the φ meson peak is
described by a Voigtian function. A second-order polynomial function
is used to describe the residual background
of the normalisation interval, the fitting range, the shape of
the background function, the fitting range and the constraints
on mass, width and resolution parameters has been studied
by varying the default settings, as described in Sect. 3.4.
In minimum bias collisions the sample of reconstructed
particles includes about 3.4×106 K∗0 and 8.6×105 φ in the
transverse momentum range 0 < pT(K∗0) < 15 GeV/c and
0.3 < pT(φ) < 21 GeV/c, respectively. With the available
statistics, the K∗0 production in the 80–100% V0A multi-
plicity event class has been measured up to pT = 6 GeV/c,
while the φ spectra extend up to 16 GeV/c in the 0–60 %
multiplicity percentile interval and up to 13 GeV/c in 60–80
and 80–100 %.
3.3 Detector acceptance and efficiency
In order to evaluate the detector acceptance and reconstruc-
tion efficiency, a sample of about 108 Monte Carlo simulated
p–Pb events, based on the DPMJET 3.05 event generator
[61], with the detector geometry and material budget mod-
elled by GEANT 3.21 [62], has been analysed. The accep-
tance and efficiency correction is determined as the fraction
of generated resonances in the rapidity interval −0.5 < y < 0
that have been reconstructed. The reconstructed signal pairs
are obtained upon combination of primary π and K selected
by applying the same kinematics cuts and track cuts as in the
data (see Sect. 3.1), including TPC-TOF PID cuts for K∗0,
and φ with pT < 3 GeV/c. For φ with pT > 3 GeV/c no
PID cuts are applied. The acceptance and efficiency correc-
tions, Acc × , for K∗0 and φ are reported in Fig. 3 as a
function of pT for minimum bias events. Since only events
with reconstructed primary vertex have been considered in
the computation of (Acc × )(pT), a correction factor has to
be applied to the total number of accepted events in each V0A
multiplicity event class, to account for vertex reconstruction
inefficiency. The correction is about 0.995 for 60–80 % class
and 0.945 for the lowest multiplicity events 80–100 %, and
it is applied as discussed in Sect. 4.1.
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and particle identification efficiency. For K∗0 and φ production below
pT < 3 GeV/c, the PID efficiency is relative to the TPC-TOF approach,
whereas for φ production with pT > 3 GeV/c no PID contribution is
included, as no particle identification is applied in the analysis
3.4 Systematic uncertainties
The measurement of K∗0 and φ production in p–Pb collisions
have been tested for systematic effects due to global track-
ing efficiency, track selection cuts, PID, signal extraction,
knowledge of the material budget and of the hadronic inter-
action cross section in the detector material, as summarised
in Table 2. The approach is similar to the one adopted for
the study of K∗0 and φ in Pb–Pb collisions [33], but the total
average uncertainty evaluated in the p–Pb case is significantly
lower (about half of the relative uncertainty in the Pb–Pb),
mainly due to lower contributions from global tracking effi-
ciency and the signal extraction procedure. No multiplicity
dependence of systematic effects has been observed, there-
fore the uncertainties presented in Sect. 2 have been averaged
among all multiplicity event classes. For each particle, they
are quoted for two separate momentum intervals: for K∗0, one
can distinguish a low-pT range (0 < pT(K∗0) < 4 GeV/c)
where the knowledge of the material budget and hadronic
interaction cross section in the detector material enter in the
systematic uncertainty, as opposite to the high-pT range (4
< pT(K∗0) < 15 GeV/c) where these contributions are neg-
ligible (<0.5 %). In the φ case, two pT intervals are consid-
ered, according to the particle identification approach used to
identify the decay products, namely the “TPC-TOF” and “No
PID” strategies described in Sect. 3.1. The pT region where
the TPC-TOF PID is applied (pT < 3 GeV/c), coincides also
with the range where effects of material budget and hadronic
interaction cross section are relevant for the measurement of
φ production.
The main source of uncertainty, common to K∗0 and φ,
comes from the determination of the global tracking effi-
ciency. In p–Pb collisions this contribution has been esti-
mated to be a pT-independent effect of 3 % for charged par-
ticles [48], which results in a 6 % effect when any two tracks
are combined in the invariant-mass analysis of K∗0 and φ.
The track selection was varied to study systematic effects:
the analyses are sensitive to variations of the cuts on the num-
ber of crossed rows in the TPC and the distance of closest
approach to the primary vertex of the collision. Track selec-
tion enters in the total uncertainty with a relative contribution
of 2.5 % for K∗0 and about 1.9–2.2 % for the φ case.
At high transverse momentum, namely for pT(K∗0) > 8
GeV/c and pT(φ) > 12 GeV/c, the systematic uncertainties
are dominated by the raw yield extraction procedure. This
Table 2 Sources of systematic uncertainties for K∗0 and φ yields
(d2N/(dpTdy)). For each source and transverse momentum range (see
text for details), the average relative uncertainty over all multiplicity
classes is listed. For each pT range, the particle identification (“PID
technique”) used for the analysis is also indicated. The contributions
have been summed in quadrature to estimate the total relative system-
atic uncertainty
K∗0 φ
pT (GeV/c) 0–4.0 4.0–15.0 0.3–3.0 3.0–21.0
PID technique TPC-TOF TPC-TOF No PID
Global tracking efficiency 6% 6%
Track selection cuts 2.5% 1.9% 2.2%
Material budget 1.2% <0.5% 2.2% <0.5%
Hadronic interaction cross section 1.9% <0.5% 2.4% <1%
Particle identification 1.1% 2.7% 0.9% –
Signal extraction 3.8% 4.6% 1.8% 4.3%
Total 7.9% 8.4% 7.4% 7.7%
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contribution is labelled as “Signal extraction” in Table 2 and
it includes the background normalisation region, the choice
of the fitting range, the residual background shape and vari-
ations of the constraints on the fit parameters. In addition
to the default strategy described in Sect. 3.2, the mixed-
event background distributions for K∗0 and φ have been
normalised in different invariant-mass regions that surround,
but exclude the signal peaks. The sensitivity of the K∗0 (φ)
yield extraction to the fit range has been studied by varying
each interval boundary within ±50 MeV/c2(±5 MeV/c2).
As alternative to the second-order polynomial, third- and
first-order polynomial functions have been used to fit the
residual background. The measurements for both K∗0 and
φ turned out to be independent on the mass parameters, but
not on the constraints on the K∗0 width and φ mass resolu-
tion. Therefore, the K∗0 width has been varied by ±50 %
for systematic studies, while the φ resolution has been var-
ied within the range of values observed in the simulation.
Due to the lower particle multiplicity and the improved
PID strategy that has led to a lower residual background
after mixed-event background subtraction, the contribution
of signal extraction for K∗0 is reduced by half in p–Pb with
respect to the Pb–Pb case, where the uncertainty associ-
ated to the choice of the fitting range was larger than 9 %
[33].
In order to study the effect of the PID selection on sig-
nal extraction, the cuts on TOF and TPC have been varied
to 3σ and 4σ with respect to the default settings described
in Sect. 3.1, resulting in the average contribution to the sys-
tematic uncertainty reported in Table 2 as “particle identifi-
cation”. For K∗0 the average contribution from PID is 1.1%
in the low-pT range, and 2.7 % at high transverse momenta.
The contribution to the φ uncertainty is 0.9 % on average
in the transverse momentum range where TPC-TOF PID is
applied.
The knowledge of the material budget contributes for
K∗0 (φ) with an average of 1.2 % (2.2 %) at low transverse
momentum, and a maximum of 3.5 % (5.4 %), reached for 0
< pT < 0.2 GeV/c (0.8 < pT < 0.9 GeV/c). In both cases,
it is negligible for pT > 3 GeV/c. The contribution from
the estimate of the hadronic interaction cross section in the
detector material is 1.9 % (2.4%) for K∗0 (φ) at low pT, neg-
ligible for pT > 4 GeV/c (pT > 3 GeV/c). These effects
were evaluated by combining the uncertainties for a π and a
K (for K∗0), and for two K (in the case of φ), determined as
in [42,47], according to the kinematics of the decay.
The systematics were studied independently for all event
classes, in order to separate the sources which are multiplicity-
dependent and uncorrelated across multiplicity bins. In par-
ticular, signal extraction and PID are fully uncorrelated
sources, whereas global tracking, track cuts, material bud-
get and hadronic cross section are correlated among different
event classes.
4 Results and discussion
4.1 Transverse momentum spectra
The multiplicity-dependent transverse momentum spectra of
K∗0 and φ mesons measured in the rapidity range −0.5 < y
< 0 are reported in Fig. 4. Measured yields are corrected for
acceptance, efficiency and branching ratio, and normalised
to the visible cross section in each V0A multiplicity event
class, as discussed in Sect. 3.3. The minimum bias spectra
for K∗0 and φ are also reported in Fig. 4 and have been
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Fig. 4 Transverse momentum spectra d2N/(dpTdy) of K∗0 (a) and
φ (b) for different multiplicity classes (V0A estimator), measured in
the rapidity range −0.5 < y < 0. K∗0 and K∗0 are averaged. The
multiplicity-dependent spectra are normalised to the visible cross sec-
tion, whereas the minimum bias spectrum is normalised to the fraction
of NSD events (see text). Statistical (bars) and systematic (boxes) uncer-
tainties are indicated. Dashed lines represent Lévy–Tsallis fits; see text
for details
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Table 3 Parameters of the Lévy–Tsallis fit function and values of φ and
K∗0 dN/dy and 〈pT〉 for different multiplicity classes. The C and n
parameters with their statistical uncertainty, the reduced χ2 of the fit
and the fraction of the total yield obtained by extrapolation (“Extr.”) are
reported. The yields and 〈pT〉 are obtained considering data in the mea-
sured range and using the result of the fit in the extrapolation region,
and are listed as (value ± stat. ± uncorr. ± corr.), where the errors
are the statistical uncertainty, the uncorrelated and correlated contribu-
tions to the systematic uncertainty, respectively. In the 〈pT〉 case, the
contribution to the systematic uncertainty correlated across multiplicity
classes is negligible. The minimum bias spectrum has been normalised
to the fraction of non-single-diffractive events (NSD) and an additional
3.1 % relative contribution from the normalisation to NSD has to be
considered in the systematic uncertainty on dN/dy
Multiplicity (%) C (GeV) n χ2/ndf Extr. dN/dy (data + extr.) 〈pT〉 (GeV/c)
K∗0
0–20 0.440 ± 0.010 11.1 ± 0.5 1.7 <10−4 0.616 ± 0.008 ± 0.037 ± 0.037 1.379 ± 0.011 ± 0.020
20–40 0.430 ± 0.009 9.7 ± 0.4 1.7 <10−4 0.426 ± 0.006 ± 0.026 ± 0.026 1.300 ± 0.010 ± 0.019
40–60 0.359 ± 0.008 8.8 ± 0.3 0.5 <10−4 0.302 ± 0.004 ± 0.019 ± 0.018 1.211 ± 0.009 ± 0.017
60–80 0.309 ± 0.008 7.8 ± 0.3 0.6 <10−4 0.185 ± 0.003 ± 0.013 ± 0.011 1.108 ± 0.009 ± 0.021
80–100 0.224 ± 0.008 6.2 ± 0.3 0.4 0.002 0.083 ± 0.001 ± 0.005 ± 0.005 0.943 ± 0.009 ± 0.016
NSD 0.388 ± 0.003 9.4 ± 0.1 1.8 <10−4 0.315 ± 0.002 ± 0.018 ± 0.018 1.270 ± 0.005 ± 0.017
φ
0–5 0.472 ± 0.010 12.5 ± 0.9 1.5 0.094 0.377 ± 0.004 ± 0.020 ± 0.023 1.437 ± 0.009 ± 0.028
5–10 0.469 ± 0.010 12.0 ± 0.8 1.1 0.094 0.288 ± 0.003 ± 0.014 ± 0.017 1.442 ± 0.009 ± 0.025
10–20 0.453 ± 0.010 11.3 ± 0.6 1.2 0.097 0.244 ± 0.002 ± 0.012 ± 0.014 1.421 ± 0.008 ± 0.024
20–40 0.413 ± 0.009 9.8 ± 0.4 1.1 0.105 0.185 ± 0.001 ± 0.009 ± 0.011 1.357 ± 0.006 ± 0.025
40–60 0.382 ± 0.009 8.8 ± 0.4 0.6 0.115 0.1229 ± 0.0008 ± 0.0064 ± 0.0073 1.310 ± 0.006 ± 0.031
60–80 0.349 ± 0.009 8.3 ± 0.4 0.5 0.115 0.0695 ± 0.0006 ± 0.0037 ± 0.0041 1.242 ± 0.008 ± 0.024
80–100 0.260 ± 0.010 6.7 ± 0.3 0.4 0.163 0.0297 ± 0.0004 ± 0.0023 ± 0.0018 1.055 ± 0.010 ± 0.030
NSD 0.412 ± 0.014 10.0 ± 0.5 0.8 0.106 0.1344 ± 0.0005 ± 0.0069 ± 0.0081 1.355 ± 0.003 ± 0.030
normalised to the number of NSD events after applying the
correction for trigger efficiency and event selection (NSD),
vertex reconstruction (vt x ) and vertex selection described in
Sect. 2, resulting in a total scaling factor of 0.964.
The pT-integrated particle yields, dN/dy, and mean trans-
verse momentum, 〈pT〉, are determined by using the trans-
verse momentum spectra in the measured range and by using
a fit function to extrapolate the yield in the pT range where
no measurement is available. The same procedure is applied
to the spectra of K∗0 and φ for each event class. The Lévy–
Tsallis parameterisation [63] has been chosen to fit the cor-
rected d2N/(dpTdy) spectra, as it has successfully been
adopted to fit the particle spectra in pp collisions at RHIC
and at LHC [30,64–66]. The Lévy–Tsallis functional form
describes the shape of the exponential spectra at low trans-
verse momentum and the power law distributions at large
pT with an inverse slope parameterC and an exponent param-
eter n
d2N
dpT dy
= pT dN
dy
(n − 1)(n − 2)
nC[nC + m0(n − 2)]
×
⎡
⎣1 +
√
p2T + m20 − m0
nC
⎤
⎦
−n
, (1)
where m0 is the mass of the particle, n, C and the integrated
yields dN/dy are the free parameters. The fits are performed
in the pT range where the Lévy–Tsallis function provides
a satisfactory description of each spectrum, namely in the
interval 0–10 GeV/c for K∗0 and 0.3–10.0 GeV/c for φ. The
values of the fit parameters C and n, as well as the reduced
χ2 are reported in Table 3, together with the dN/dy and
〈pT〉 obtained using the data and the fit function in the extrap-
olation region.
For K∗0 the extrapolation, necessary only at high pT, cov-
ers a fraction of the total yield lower than 0.1 %. For φ the
extrapolated yield is dominated by the fraction of signal in the
low transverse momentum region, which constitutes about
10.6 % of the total in the minimum bias case. For all multi-
plicity classes this fraction is reported in Table 3. It can be
noticed that the inverse slope parameter C and the exponent
parameter n increase with multiplicity, reflecting the flatten-
ing of the spectra from peripheral to most central events.
The uncertainty on dN/dy and 〈pT〉 is dominated by
systematics, which include the contribution of the pT-
uncorrelated systematic uncertainty on the measured spec-
trum (in average about 6.3 % for K∗0, 3.6 % for φ), the
pT-correlated contributions from global tracking efficiency
(6 % for K∗0 and φ, only on dN/dy), and the extrapolation of
the yield. The first contribution has been estimated by repeat-
ing the Lévy–Tsallis fits moving the measured points within
their systematic uncertainties, whereas in order to evaluate
the latter, a blast-wave function [67] has been used alterna-
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tively to fit the spectra. The relative systematic uncertainty
on dN/dy due to the choice of the fit function varies between
1.5 and 3 % for φ, going from high to low multiplicity. Such
a contribution is negligible in the case of K∗0, due to the
fact that its production is measured down to zero transverse
momentum.
4.2 Mean transverse momentum
In a hydrodynamically evolving system the spectral shapes
are driven by the expansion velocity, thus by the mass of
the particle and they are expected to follow “mass ordering”.
Vice versa, the observation of mass ordering of particle spec-
tra may be suggestive of the presence of collective (hydro-
dynamic) behaviour of the system. Although the presence of
a strong radial flow is established in Pb–Pb collisions [42],
the measurements in p–Pb are not conclusive [47], as the
comparison between data and models for pp collisions that
incorporate final-state effects (such as colour reconnection),
shows that the latter could mimic the presence of radial flow.
The measurements of K∗0 and φ can further probe the pres-
ence of “mass ordering”, since they have a similar mass to
the proton.
The transverse momentum spectra of K∗0 and φ, reported
in Fig. 4, become flatter, thus harder, going from the most
peripheral to the most central p–Pb events. In other words,
the mean transverse momentum increases with multiplicity.
This is also shown in Fig. 5, where the 〈pT〉 of K∗0 and φ as
a function of the average charged-particle multiplicity den-
sity (〈dNch/dηlab〉|η|<0.5) is compared to that of other iden-
tified hadrons, including π±, K±, K0S , p, , − and −,
in p–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV [47,68]. Going
from the lowest to the highest multiplicity events, the relative
increase of 〈pT〉 for K∗0 and φ mesons is about 40 %, com-
mon to a wide variety of particles, including K±, K0S , , ±
and ±. The relative increase is smaller for π (about 26 %)
but larger for protons (about 52 %). The 〈pT〉 of K∗0 is about
10 % larger than that of proton in all event classes and com-
patible with 〈pT〉 of . The 〈pT〉 of φ is instead about 20 %
larger than proton and between 4 % (0–5 %) and 8 % (80–
100 %) larger than . A similar hierarchy is also observed
in pp collisions and peripheral Pb–Pb collisions, but not in
central Pb–Pb collisions, where, as expected from hydrody-
namics, particles with similar mass have similar 〈pT〉.
In Fig. 6 the 〈pT〉 of K∗0, proton and φ are com-
pared in the three collision systems as a function of
the cubic root of the average charged-particle multiplic-
ity density, 〈dNch/dηlab〉1/3. Based on the observation that
the femtoscopic radii scale approximately linearly with
〈dNch/dηlab〉1/3 [20], this observable is used as a proxy for
the system size, associated with the radius of the fireball at
freeze-out. In p–Pb, where no extended hadronic medium is
expected to be formed, the system size can be associated to
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Fig. 5 Mean transverse momentum of K∗0 and φ compared to that
of identified π±, K±, K0S , p, , − and − previously measured by
ALICE in p–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV [47,68] as a function
of the charged-particle density measured in the pseudo-rapidity range
|ηlab| < 0.5 (〈dNch/dηlab〉|η|<0.5). The K0S ,  and − points are slightly
displaced along the x-axis to avoid superposition with other points.
Statistical uncertainties are represented as bars, whereas boxes indicate
systematic uncertainties
the width of the distribution of the particle emission points.
The argument holding for Pb–Pb has been extended in this
paper also to the proton–nucleus case, based on the linear
trend of the measured radii with 〈dNch/dηlab〉1/3 in p–Pb col-
lisions [69]. From Fig. 6 one can see that at similar event
multiplicity, the 〈pT〉 is larger in p–Pb than in Pb–Pb and the
increase with multiplicity is steeper. An analogous obser-
vation for unidentified charged particles has been reported
in [70], where it is shown that in models of pp collisions,
the strong increase in 〈pT〉 with 〈Nch〉 can be understood as
the effect of colour reconnection between strings produced in
multi-parton interactions. Considering that for a given multi-
plicity class in p–Pb and peripheral Pb–Pb events the geom-
etry of the collision and the dynamics of the systems are
different but the production of K∗0 and φ mesons relative
to long-lived hadrons is comparable (see Sect. 4.4), one can
conclude that the sample of p–Pb collisions is dominated
by events with a larger fraction of quadri-momentum trans-
ferred, thus “harder”.
In central Pb–Pb collisions, 〈pT〉 of K∗0, proton and
φ are consistent within uncertainties (Fig. 6) and fol-
low “mass ordering”. This is consistent with the hypoth-
esis that particle boost in the hadronic phase is driven by
radial flow [33,42]. This mass ordering seems to weaken
going towards peripheral Pb–Pb collisions, where it is only
approximate. In p–Pb and minimum bias pp collisions
〈pT〉(φ) > 〈pT〉(K∗0) > 〈pT〉(p).
The 〈pT〉 for several particles as a function of their mass
for 0–20 % p–Pb at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV and minimum bias
pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV [30,64,66] are illustrated in
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Fig. 7. In p–Pb, the 〈pT〉 of all particles but K∗0 has been
obtained as the average between the available measured val-
ues weighted by the particle integrated yields in 0–5, 5–10
and 10–20 % [47,68]. For K∗0, the direct measurement of
〈pT〉 in 0–20 % is available (see Table 3). For the pp case,
also the recent measurements on the short-lived baryonic
resonances (1385)± and (1530)0 (indicated as ∗± and
∗0) have been included in the comparison. The mean trans-
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Fig. 8 The (p+p¯)/φ ratio measured in p–Pb in 0–5 and 80–100 % V0A
multiplicity classes, compared to the same ratio measured in minimum
bias pp collision at
√
s = 7 TeV [30,64], 0–10 % central and 60–80 %
peripheral Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [33]
verse momentum is larger for larger masses, but Fig. 7 shows
that in pp and p–Pb collisions the 〈pT〉 values for K∗0 and
φ mesons are systematically larger with respect to a linear
trend which includes protons and  instead. These results
seem to suggest that a different type of scaling holds in pp and
p–Pb collisions and prepare the way for a more detailed
investigation, which is, however, outside of the scope of this
paper.
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4.3 Differential (p+p)/φ ratio
The multiplicity dependence of the (p+p)/φ ratio as a function
of transverse momentum is studied to compare the spectral
shapes of φ mesons and protons [47]. The differential ratios
for the 0–5 and 80–100 % V0A multiplicity event classes in
p–Pb collisions are reported in Fig. 8 together with the ratios
in minimum bias pp collisions, 0–10 % central and 60–80 %
peripheral Pb–Pb. In peripheral p–Pb the (p + p¯)/φ ratio
exhibits a qualitatively similar steep decrease as in pp colli-
sions, and it is consistent with the ratio measured in 80–90 %
peripheral Pb–Pb collisions ([33], not shown in Fig. 8). The
flat behaviour of (p+ p¯)/φ for pT < 3 GeV/c in 0–10 % cen-
tral Pb–Pb collisions has been previously discussed in [33]
and found to be consistent with the expectations of hydro-
dynamic models. In the 0–5 % p–Pb, a hint of flattening is
observed for pT < 1.5 GeV/c, but systematic uncertainties
are such that no conclusive evidence can be derived. Despite
being about 10–20 % larger but compatible within uncer-
tainties, the best qualitative agreement of (p + p¯)/φ in high-
multiplicity p–Pb (0–5 % V0A multiplicity event class) is
achieved with respect to the 60–80 % peripheral Pb–Pb col-
lisions, which has also a similar particle multiplicity.
4.4 Integrated particle ratios
Particle ratios are useful observables to study particle pro-
duction mechanisms by comparing particles with similar or
different strangeness content, mass and lifetime. Short-lived
particles such as K∗0 and φ are used in heavy-ion collisions
to derive information on the lifetime of the hadronic phase
and on the mechanisms which take place before the kinetic
freeze-out, such as re-scattering and regeneration. If dom-
inant over regeneration, re-scattering is expected to reduce
the observed yield of resonances, especially at low momen-
tum and in high particle density environments [52]. For the
K∗0 resonance re-scattering is the dominant effect at play in
most central Pb–Pb collisions (and at low transverse momen-
tum, pT < 2 GeV/c). This observation comes from the strong
centrality dependence of the K∗0/K ratio (see Fig. 9) and its
direct comparison with the ratio of the longer-lived φ meson
relative to K [33].
For p–Pb collisions, the ratios of K∗0 and φ-meson pro-
duction to that of long-lived hadrons have been computed
starting from the integrated yields of π , K and proton mea-
sured by ALICE with the same data sample [47], and they
are reported for each multiplicity class in Table 4.
The systematic uncertainty on tracking, track selection,
material budget and hadronic interaction cross section are
correlated among each particle and its decay products, thus
they partially cancel out in the propagation of the error to the
final ratio. The residual uncertainties after cancellation are
correlated across the event classes. Systematic uncertainties
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Fig. 9 Ratio of K∗0 and φ to charged K measured in the three collision
systems, as a function of the cube root of the average charged-particle
density (〈dNch/dηlab〉1/3) measured at mid-rapidity, used as a proxy
for the system size. Squares represent K∗0/K, circles refer to φ/K.
Statistical uncertainties (bars) are shown together with total (hollow
boxes) and multiplicity-uncorrelated (shaded boxes) systematic uncer-
tainties. Measurements in pp at
√
s = 7 TeV and Pb–Pb collisions at√
sNN = 2.76 TeV are taken from [30] and [33], respectively
derived from signal extraction and PID selection are uncor-
related.
Based on the results reported in Table 4, one can con-
clude that no significant multiplicity dependence is observed
in the K∗0/π and the K∗0/p ratios. The 2φ/(π++π−) ratio
exhibits instead an increasing trend with multiplicity, going
from 0.0143 ± 0.001 in the lowest multiplicity bin to 0.0185
±0.001 in the highest multiplicity class, for a total increase of
29 % with a 2.6σ significance. A similar trend with multiplic-
ity is also observed for the 2φ/(p+p) ratio, which increases by
about 24 % with a significance of 1.3σ going from 80–100
to 0–5 %.
The increase of the 2φ/(π++π−) ratio with multiplicity
can be interpreted in the context of strangeness enhance-
ment. The enhancement of φ-meson (ss) production relative
to pion has been observed in Pb–Pb to follow the enhance-
ment observed for other strange and multi-strange baryons
[33]. In p–Pb the results are in general agreement with the
results on /π and /π ratio [68], which seem to indicate
that the strangeness content may control the rate of increase
with multiplicity.
Most interesting are the ratios of K∗0 and φ to charged
K, which have been compared to similar measurements in
pp at
√
s = 7 TeV [30] and Pb–Pb collisions at √sNN =
2.76 TeV [33], looking for indications of the presence of
re-scattering effects in central p–Pb collisions. K∗0/K and
φ/K in the three collision systems are reported in Fig. 9
as a function of 〈dNch/dηlab〉1/3. While spanning a smaller
range of particle multiplicities, the K∗0/K and φ/K ratios in
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Table 4 Ratio of K∗0 resonance and φ-meson yields to long-lived
hadrons [47], for different multiplicity classes in p–Pb collisions at√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. The results are reported as value ± stat. ± sys.
(uncorr.), where the first error is the statistical uncertainty, the second is
the total systematic uncertainty and the value in parentheses indicates
the component of uncertainty uncorrelated across multiplicity classes
Multiplicity (%) (K∗0+K∗0)/(π++π−) (K∗0+K∗0)/(K++K−) (K∗0+K∗0)/(p+p)
K∗0
0–20 0.0379 ± 0.0006 ± 0.0028 (0.0026) 0.270 ± 0.004 ± 0.027 (0.026) 0.676 ± 0.009 ± 0.062 (0.059)
20–40 0.0392 ± 0.0006 ± 0.0029 (0.0027) 0.289 ± 0.004 ± 0.027 (0.026) 0.698 ± 0.009 ± 0.063 (0.060)
40–60 0.0395 ± 0.0006 ± 0.0030 (0.0028) 0.298 ± 0.004 ± 0.028 (0.026) 0.700 ± 0.009 ± 0.064 (0.060)
60–80 0.0393 ± 0.0006 ± 0.0032 (0.0029) 0.308 ± 0.004 ± 0.028 (0.026) 0.696 ± 0.009 ± 0.065 (0.061)
80–100 0.0399 ± 0.0006 ± 0.0030 (0.0028) 0.325 ± 0.005 ± 0.028 (0.026) 0.745 ± 0.011 ± 0.067 (0.063)
Multiplicity (%) 2φ/(π++π−) 2φ/(K++K−) 2φ/(p+p)
φ
0–5 0.0185 ± 0.0002 ± 0.0014 (0.0009) 0.1290 ± 0.0013 ± 0.0126 (0.0076) 0.331 ± 0.003 ± 0.030 (0.016)
5–10 0.0174 ± 0.0002 ± 0.0013 (0.0006) 0.1241 ± 0.0013 ± 0.0112 (0.0057) 0.311 ± 0.003 ± 0.028 (0.012)
10–20 0.0174 ± 0.0001 ± 0.0012 (0.0006) 0.1254 ± 0.0010 ± 0.0110 (0.0053) 0.310 ± 0.003 ± 0.027 (0.011)
20–40 0.0170 ± 0.0001 ± 0.0012 (0.0006) 0.1250 ± 0.0008 ± 0.0107 (0.0053) 0.303 ± 0.002 ± 0.026 (0.011)
40–60 0.0161 ± 0.0001 ± 0.0012 (0.0006) 0.1213 ± 0.0009 ± 0.0102 (0.0052) 0.286 ± 0.002 ± 0.025 (0.011)
60–80 0.0147 ± 0.0001 ± 0.0011 (0.0006) 0.1143 ± 0.0012 ± 0.0089 (0.0046) 0.261 ± 0.003 ± 0.022 (0.010)
80–100 0.0143 ± 0.0002 ± 0.0013 (0.0009) 0.1160 ± 0.0018 ± 0.0110 (0.0078) 0.267 ± 0.004 ± 0.028 (0.018)
p–Pb cover within uncertainties the range of values mea-
sured in peripheral (40–60 and 60–80 %) Pb–Pb and pp
collisions.
In order to quantify the evolution of the p–Pb ratios with
multiplicity class, the ratios (y) have been fitted with a first-
order polynomial, y = ax + b, where x = 〈dNch/dηlab〉1/3.
Only the statistical and uncorrelated systematic uncertain-
ties, added in quadrature, have been considered for the pur-
pose of the fit. In p–Pb collisions the φ/K ratio follows
the trend from minimum bias pp to peripheral Pb–Pb col-
lisions. The linear fit to the p–Pb data returns a positive
but small slope parameter, aφ = 0.008 ± 0.004. A simi-
lar fit to the K∗0/K ratio in p–Pb instead results in a neg-
ative slope, aK∗0 = −0.030 ± 0.018. The pp value for the
K∗0/K ratio is consistent with the ratio in the lowest multiplic-
ity p–Pb events. The slope obtained fitting the Pb–Pb data,
a’K∗0 = −0.016±0.006, is interpreted as due to re-scattering
effects in central collisions [33]. The slopes in Pb–Pb and
p–Pb are compatible within the uncertainties (about 60 % in
p–Pb and 27 % for Pb–Pb), and the decreasing trend in K∗0/K
may be a hint of the presence of re-scattering effects in high-
multiplicity p–Pb events and indicative for a finite lifetime of
the hadronic phase in p–Pb collisions. Further comparisons
with models of p–Pb collisions which include resonances and
re-scattering effects would be useful to distinguish between
the different scenarios.
5 Conclusions
The production of K∗0 resonances and φ mesons in p–Pb col-
lisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV has been measured with the
ALICE detector, including multiplicity-dependent transverse
momentum spectra, mean transverse momentum and particle
ratios to long-lived light-flavoured hadron production. The
system size dependence of these observables has been stud-
ied by comparing the p–Pb results with previous measure-
ments in Pb–Pb and pp collisions. In all collision systems,
the mean transverse momentum increases with multiplicity
for all particle species. The mass ordering observed in cen-
tral Pb–Pb collisions, where particle with similar mass have
similar 〈pT〉, can be attributed to the presence of radial flow.
In p–Pb as well as in pp collisions 〈pT〉 mass ordering is
not observed. The measurement of 〈pT〉 for other hadronic
species could shed more light on whether the observed effect
is due to the mesonic (baryonic) nature of the particles,
or instead, this behaviour is common to resonances rather
than long-lived hadrons. Ratios of K∗0 and φ production to
charged K are found to be in agreement with the ratios mea-
sured at similar multiplicities in pp and Pb–Pb collisions.
The measurements in p–Pb follow the trend observed in
Pb–Pb within the accessible multiplicity range and the uncer-
tainties. The K∗0/K ratio exhibits a finite negative slope from
the lowest to the highest multiplicity p–Pb events, sugges-
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tive of a finite lifetime of the hadronic phase in the small
p–Pb system.
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